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Abstract—The Thermal Infrared Sensor-2 that will be on-board Landsat 9 has undergone a pre-launch testing campaign to characterize its radiometric, spectral, and spatial performance and demonstrate compliance to its requirements. This work reviews key elements of the instrument-level radiometric testing using an SI traceable source to derive its uncertainties. Those arising from on-orbit calibration using the TIRS-2 on-board blackbody are also discussed. We use a Monte Carlo approach to propagate the uncertainties through a non-linear calibration equation and address both random and systematic uncertainty terms. Achieving the required performance demonstrates the instrument’s potential for enhancing our understanding of the Earth’s environment.
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I. TIRS-2 INSTRUMENT AND REQUIREMENTS OVERVIEW

The Thermal Infrared Sensor-2 (TIRS-2), expected to launch on Landsat 9 in 2021, will continue the Landsat Program’s legacy of providing moderate resolution thermal imagery over almost four decades. Scientists use thermal imagery provided by the Landsat satellites for a wide variety of environmental applications such as cloud detection and masking [1], [2], evapotranspiration studies [3], [4], water use assessments [5], urban heat fluxes mapping [6], [7], burnt area mapping [8], and vector-borne illness potential identification [9], [10]. Many of these applications are enabled through land surface temperature retrievals from the thermal imagery. TIRS-2, which is a functional copy of TIRS, its predecessor on Landsat 8 [11], has two bands at 10.8 µm and 12.0 µm, enabling more accurate retrievals than previous Landsat thermal sensors where only a single channel was available [12]. A comprehensive survey of applications enabled by land surface temperature retrievals can be found in Ref. 13.

TIRS-2 will produce radiometrically SI-traceable, geolocated thermal imagery of the Earth with the same parameters as Landsat 8 TIRS: 16-day repeat, 100-m spatial sampling (resampled to 30 m in the final product), 185-km swath width, and 70 frames-per-second operation. The instrument is a pushbroom sensor with a 15° cross-track field of view with the same basic architecture as TIRS but with some improvements such as increased electrical redundancy and improved stray light suppression [14]. It has a f/1.6 four-lens telescope that focuses onto three quantum well infrared photodetector (QWIP) arrays usually termed sensor chip assemblies (SCAs) [15], an on-board blackbody for calibration, and a scene-select mirror for switching between Earth view, blackbody, and space views (Fig. 1). The on-board calibrator (OBC), the same design as TIRS, is modeled after the blackbodies used as part of other heritage systems: the Visible Infrared Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [16].

The three QWIP arrays are 512 rows by 640 columns each. A filter for each channel covers ~70 rows of each SCA with an opaque section in between for dark count monitoring (Fig. 1). In its operational mode, only two rows are read out from each channel and dark region. A combination of these detectors from the two rows that meet performance requirements form an effective field of view that spans the 185 km swath width and are transmitted to the ground. Those two rows are chosen based on component- and instrument-level radiometric and spectral characterization tests (discussed in the next section). The primary and redundant rows are combined in the ground processing system to produce the standard Landsat scene image product. Any under-performing individual detector from the primary row can be replaced with the corresponding detector in the redundant row to produce a “perfect” row of data for the image product. The two rows may be changed in flight should it become necessary, although the rows have been stable throughout the Landsat 8 mission and similar performance is expected for Landsat 9.

This work addresses the absolute radiometric uncertainty requirement, interpreted as uncertainty. Table 1 shows the accuracy and noise requirements for TIRS-2 (and TIRS) and the TIRS on-orbit performance, which is discussed further in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>TIRS/TIRS-2 requirement</th>
<th>TIRS performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEdT @ 300 K (K)</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>0.05 [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEdL (W/m²/str/µm)</td>
<td>&lt;0.059, 0.049</td>
<td>0.008 [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute radiometric accuracy (%)</td>
<td>&lt; 2.4</td>
<td>1 [18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEdL values denote the 10.8 µm and 12.0 µm channels, respectively and radiometric accuracy values refer to the nominal brightness temperature range of (260-330 K) and extended range (240-260, 330-360 K), respectively.

*With stray light correction implemented
discussing the uncertainty budget, we first present an overview of the relevant pre-launch testing methodologies and results, followed by the uncertainty methodology.

II. PRE-LAUNCH CALIBRATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

A. Pre-launch Testing Overview

The pre-launch testing – with characterization at various integration phases – follows best practices established by the remote sensing community [22]. The integration phases include component-level, sub-assembly-level, instrument-level, and spacecraft-level testing to address the radiometric requirements (including the ones introduced earlier), as well as spatial, spectral, and geometric requirements [19], [23]. Fig. 2 shows some of the key measurements in all testing phases. Many tests are repeated at different phases to ensure the validity of their results. For instance, the relative spectral response (RSR) is derived independently through the component-level filter transmittance and detector relative response measurements, as well as through instrument-level measurements to ensure their consistency [24]. Spectral characterization was also performed at sub-assembly level in order to refine test setup and sampling strategy in advance of the instrument-level characterization (Fig. 2) [25]. The instrument-level spectral measurements provided lower uncertainties in establishing the channel average spectral responses, so they are expected to be used in operations rather than those derived via component-level measurements. Thus, the uncertainties of the instrument-level RSR will be discussed thoroughly here (and those derived via component-level measurements, considered as a validation, are discussed in Ref. 24).

The radiometry (calibration) measurements were done only at instrument-level, since this is the only configuration where the reference blackbody source could be installed and the final instrument electronics were integrated. This full aperture reference blackbody source called the flood source used for instrument-level testing is the basis for the TIRS-2 radiometric calibration. Its SI traceability was first established for TIRS testing in 2012 and re-characterized for use for the TIRS-2 program in 2018 at the Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL) [26]. This was done through comparison to a standard blackbody source called the Long-Wave Infrared Calibration Source (LWIRCS) via an SDL transfer radiometer [27]. The LWIRCS spectral radiance scale is tied to both the NIST-calibrated temperature sensors and cavity model as well as through the NIST Transfer Radiometer (TXR) [28]. The effective emissivity of 0.9920 was determined with an uncertainty of 0.0023, which corresponds to the uncertainty in the spectral radiance scale including the TXR transfer uncertainty. The emissivity results showed no significant changes between the 2012 and 2018 measurements. This TIRS-2 response to the flood source illumination is compared to the TIRS-2 on-board blackbody illumination to establish an on-orbit calibration capability (Fig. 2).

The instrument-level testing occurred at Goddard Space Flight Center in two phases with vibration/acoustic testing performed in-between. Together, these phases verified the stability of the hardware and repeatability of its calibration
and RSR results in a simulated on-orbit environment inside a thermal vacuum chamber. The spatial response, stray light, focus, and bright target recovery tests were also included in this phase. The focus test is done to verify that the image is focused on the detector arrays; the bright target recovery test is done to verify that the detector arrays do not suffer from image memory artifacts. The scatter and spatial response characterize potential image artifacts due to spatial scene non-uniformities. As mentioned, the analysis here will address radiometric uncertainties arising from uniform scenes only, where the results from the radiometry and RSR tests are most relevant. The stray light tests including far-field stray light and near field ghosting artifacts are outside the scope of this paper [29].

B. Instrument-Level Calibration

During thermal vacuum radiometry (calibration) testing, the flood source illuminates the TIRS-2 aperture at varying blackbody temperature values in the range of 200 to 360 K to capture the full dynamic range and characterize any non-linear response. During a calibration sequence, the scene select mirror switches between the space view, OBC, and flood source (nadir) view. During each 1-minute view of this sequence, two operational detector rows from each band (10.8 µm, 12.0 µm, and dark) are read out at 70 Hz to generate 4200 samples per detector. Additional diagnostic modes are available where almost every detector of each array is read out. In this way, calibration data are obtained for the flood source and OBC for all potential operational detectors. We will discuss one potential approach to on-orbit calibration using the OBC but the final approach will be determined on-orbit. The space view during testing consists of a cold (~100 K) target inside the thermal vacuum chamber.

The calibration process described here is similar to that of TIRS discussed in Ref. 30. There are three basic steps in the calibration: linearization, TIRS-2 flood source signal retrieval, and calculation of the flood source effective spectral radiance. The linearization process is required because the electronic gain is not constant through its range of digital counts. It has two distinct gains with a transition region between them that are revealed if the integration time is swept while illuminated by a stable radiance (Fig. 3). The signals are linearized so that the background and obtain the TIRS-2 signal (dn). The latter signal is subtracted from the former to remove the background and all detector columns for the 10.8 µm, 12.0 µm channels, respectively using Eq. 1a) and could deviate on-orbit from the thermal vacuum test conditions, to obtain Eq.1b — our primary calibration equation used in this work.

C. Instrument-Level Relative Spectral Response

The calibration equation uses the channel average RSR to calculate effective spectral radiance. The measurement setup for RSR consists of the setup depicted in Fig. 2 and custom calibration ground support equipment (GSE) inside the thermal vacuum chamber. The calibration GSE has capabilities to test radiometric (via the integrated flood source), geometric, and spectral performance of a sensor under thermal vacuum conditions. There is a special mode designed for spectral measurements, where a beam from the monochromator-based setup outside the thermal vacuum chamber can propagate through the calibration GSE and onto the designated TIRS-2 detectors. The blackbody-monochromator setup consists of a 1000°C blackbody source filling the entrance slit of a monochromator (with 50 l/mm grating with blaze wavelength of 12 µm, and reciprocal dispersion 78.3 nm/mm). The monochromator output is collimated and directed into the chamber through a ZnSe window and to the TIRS-2 aperture via the calibration GSE optics. The monochromator wavelength is swept through a range of wavelengths covering the desired channel, and at each spectral interval, detector samples are acquired with the monochromator shutter open and closed. The latter signal is subtracted from the former to remove the background and obtain the TIRS-2 signal (dvTIRS). A similar wavelength sweep is conducted subsequently with the monochromator output beam directed to a reference detector (liquid nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe detector) with a calibrated relative responsivity (Rref). To separate the blackbody signal from the large ambient background, the blackbody signal is chopped to enable lock-in amplification of the optical signal. The RSR is derived as

\[
SR_{TIRS}(\lambda, pix) = \frac{dn_{TIRS}(\lambda, pix)}{\tau_{TIRS} \cdot R_{ref}} \cdot \tau_{TIRS} \cdot V_{ref}
\]

\[
RSR_{TIRS}(\lambda, pix) = \frac{SR_{TIRS}(\lambda, pix)}{max_{\lambda}(SR_{TIRS}(\lambda, pix))}
\]

The \( dv_{TIRS} \) with a correction for different optical path transmittances to the reference detector (\( \tau_{ref} \)) and to the TIRS-2 aperture (\( \tau_{TIRS} \)) is combined with a reference
Fig. 2: Overview of pre-launch testing including key measurements at component, sub-assembly, instrument, and spacecraft-level testing. The calibration uncertainty is derived from instrument-level measurements of $RSR$ and radiometry tests. The SI traceable flood source and on-board calibrator shown on the bottom left establish the pre-launch calibration and on-orbit calibration capability. The blackbody-monochromator setup shown on the right is used to measure the $RSR$ at both sub-assembly and instrument-level test phases.

Further details of the measurements are described in Refs. [31], [32] and an uncertainty budget is included in Ref. 32, which we will review in a later section. Once the $RSRs$ were measured, they were used to derive effective spectral radiance used in the calibration equation.

### III. Uncertainty Budget Methodology

This work addresses the TIRS-2 absolute radiometric uncertainty and SI traceability derived from the measurements described previously. Such uncertainty evaluations have been conducted for heritage and operational sensors such as VIIRS, MODIS, Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) Imager, and GOES-R series Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI). These sensors generally follow the best practices for establishing SI-traceability and uncertainty analysis [33] and have undergone extensive pre-launch testing to characterize their behavior in operational conditions [34]–[37]. The uncertainty budgets account for the major uncertainty contributors in their calibration equations. Similar parameters were explored (with some added/omitted) based on their unique design attributes and addressed in the calibration. We also follow such best practices by assessing all major uncertainty contributors and include them in the calibration equation. The quality of the fit using the TIRS-2 calibration equation (Eq. 1b) gives us confidence in this model that forms the basis of the uncertainty budget. The parameters defined in the equation include the fit coefficients, measured signal, and effective spectral radiance of the blackbody given by its temperature sensors, emissivity values, and $RSR$. These parameters along with additional terms to account for systematic differences from repeated measurements form a comprehensive uncertainty budget.

The parameter uncertainties are propagated through the measurement (calibration) equation (Eq. 1b) to derive the uncertainty contribution to radiometric uncertainty expressed with a coverage factor $k = 1$. There are several approaches to propagating uncertainties through a calibration equation: analytically, computationally via perturbation, and computationally via a Monte Carlo approach [38], [39]. The analytical approach refers to using the propagation of uncertainty formula. The perturbation method refers to perturbing the mean measured value by its uncertainty and propagating through the measurement equation to find the resulting radiometric uncertainty. Both of these methods give equivalent results and are used for VIIRS and MODIS uncertainty analyses, respectively [35], [40].

The drawback of these methods is that they may be less accurate when the measurement equation is non-linear. Thus, we instead computed the uncertainty contributions via a Monte Carlo computational approach, which does not have such a limitation and is consistent with established standards for uncertainty analysis [39]. Here we choose a probability distribution, a Gaussian distribution typically, and generate random numbers with the mean measured value and standard deviation corresponding to its $k = 1$ uncertainty and propagate them through the calibration equation to establish an output distribution of radiance values. The standard deviation of the resulting radiance values is the radiometric
uncertainty. Note that the $RSR$ measurement equations are linear (Eq. 2), so propagating their uncertainties followed the perturbation approach through the $RSR$ calculation and then converting to effective spectral radiance assuming blackbody illumination. Note that the Monte Carlo approach avoids any inaccuracy due to non-linearities and gives a convenient way of addressing correlations between parameters by simply replacing the Gaussian-distributed random numbers with bivariate-Gaussian-distributed numbers as is done for the highly-correlated fitting coefficients [41]. For comparison, the VIIRS analysis in Ref. 35 handled correlations by calculating covariance terms in the uncertainty propagation formula or estimating their upper bounds.

Once the radiometric uncertainties were determined for all parameters, the combined uncertainty $u_c$ is calculated as the root sum square of the uncertainty components:

\[ u_c^2(y) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} u_i^2 \]  

(3)

The uncertainties cannot be combined strictly according to this approach; however, due to some terms involving uncorrected biases. This leads to some complications in combining uncertainties. To our knowledge, there have been no other attempts to address uncorrected bias in previous pre-launch uncertainty analyses for satellite sensors. Such biases should be corrected if possible, but this is not realizable for some parameters; thus, such uncorrected biases are often neglected until post-launch. By including the uncorrected biases, the results can include these terms but remain independent of the correction methodology applied post-launch. We follow the method described in Ref. 42 referred to as the sum uncertainties method (SUMU) to express and combine uncertainties by adding biases to obtain the combined bias ($\delta_c$), taking the root sum square of random uncertainties including the bias uncertainties to obtain the combined random uncertainty $u_c$, and forming a confidence interval corresponding to the total combined $k = 1$ uncertainty:

\[ U_+ = k u_c - \delta_c \]
\[ U_- = k u_c + \delta_c \]

\[ y \begin{cases} U_+ \\ -U_- \end{cases} \]  

(4)

Most of the uncertainty terms are derived based on thermal vacuum test data at nominal (expected on-orbit) conditions. The exceptions are in evaluating calibration reproducibility, where data are taken at instrument temperatures outside the nominal on-orbit conditions to obtain worst case values. The
uncertainties will be expressed for both the nominal and extended brightness temperature ranges as defined in the requirements.

IV. Uncertainty Results and Discussion

The uncertainty budget is roughly organized into pre-launch and on-orbit uncertainties. The pre-launch uncertainties are associated with the flood source-based calibration and RSR measurements. Most of the on-orbit uncertainties are tied to the calibration using the OBC (although some flood-source related terms are included in the combined on-orbit uncertainty as will be discussed). The on-orbit uncertainty total refers to an implementation of the OBC calibration without attempting to make corrections to match the flood source-based pre-launch calibration.

The flood source calibration radiance scale uncertainty was previously discussed in Section II. An additional flood source-related uncertainty is its temperature uncertainty given by the standard deviation of the mean of its two temperature sensor values in the 200-360 K range. A Monte Carlo method was used to propagate the temperature uncertainty through the calibration equation: The effective spectral radiance values are calculated using Gaussian-distributed temperature values and fitted with the corresponding $\Delta C$ to obtain a set of calibration curves (radiance versus $\Delta C$). The uncertainty is calculated by taking the average standard deviation of the radiance at each $\Delta C$ and dividing by the radiance. A wide range of radiance values are included to cover the brightness temperature ranges for comparison to the requirements. The maximum of the nominal and extended ranges are compared to the requirements for operational detectors in all array columns. The average uncertainty (over all detectors) is 0.067 % in the nominal range and 0.082 % in the extended temperature regions for the 10.8 $\mu$m channel and 0.059 % and 0.072 % in the respective ranges for the 12.0 $\mu$m channel.

The calibration using the flood source is also affected by the TIRS-2 count noise, which is approximately the noise (NEDL) divided by the square root of the number of samples. This turns out to be negligible since the instrument noise is low (10.8 $\mu$m channel: 0.005-0.010 W/m²/sr/µm, 12.0$\mu$m channel: 0.006-0.010 W/m²/sr/µm — similar to TIRS performance (Table I)) and a large number of samples are taken (4200 in each flood source and space view). This yields 0.0046 % in the nominal range and 0.0054 % in the extended temperature regions for the 10.8 $\mu$m channel and 0.0071 % and 0.0084 % in the respective regions for the 12.0 $\mu$m channel.

The fitting uncertainty was originally calculated with the perturbation method. The results showed, however, that this method overestimated the uncertainty due to the non-linear calibration equation. To generate a more accurate fitting uncertainty, we switched to a Monte Carlo methodology while also accounting for the fitting coefficient correlations (calculated using detectors across all columns). The quadratic fit with confidence intervals for each coefficient corresponding to a $k = 1$ coverage factor is calculated. Random fitting coefficients are generated with a bivariate Gaussian distribution based on these confidence intervals and correlation coefficients. These coefficients are used to generate calibration curves (radiance as a function of $\Delta C$). This process is illustrated in Fig. 5. The standard deviation of these radiance curves gives the uncertainty. This process is repeated for all operational row detectors and shown in Fig. 6 (a). The maximum uncertainty in the nominal and extended brightness temperature regions are then averaged over the detectors to obtain the final uncertainty values. For the 10.8 $\mu$m, the uncertainty is 0.37 % (nominal) and 0.41 % (extended), and for 12.0 $\mu$m channel, 0.22 % (nominal) and 0.27 % (extended).

The uncertainty of the linearization process is captured by evaluating its reproducibility. We derive a linearization based on two different sets of calibration data taken at nominal and non-nominal conditions. The difference between their impact on radiance gives this additional uncertainty. We found the difference between them to be 0.30 % at nominal and 0.70 % at extended temperature ranges for the 10.8 $\mu$m channel, and 0.04 % at nominal and 0.10 % at extended temperature ranges for the 12.0 $\mu$m channel. The latter channel is affected less because the higher counts levels in this channel lie on the upper section of the linearization curve, where the impact is negligible.

The calibration reproducibility in nominal conditions was also characterized through repeated measurements at selected flood source temperatures. The fit to the eleven flood source temperature points were used to generate the original quadratic fit. This fit was then applied to the signal at the repeated measurements at temperatures of 260, 270, 290, and 300 K. The radiometric difference between the original and repeated points shows a clear positive mean bias of 0.22 % and 0.24 % over all detectors and temperatures with an uncertainty of 0.24 % and 0.10 % for the 10.8 and 12.0 $\mu$m bands, respectively. The uncertainty of the bias is simply the standard deviation because we are evaluating each detector individually (the standard deviation of the mean does not tell us how well we know the bias). Note that this term was not evaluated at extended temperatures, since these points were not repeated for this test.

To review the RSR uncertainty as derived in Ref. 32, we observe all the terms in Eq. 2a and 2b, which includes reference detector signal uncertainty and TIRS-2 noise. We also included the monochromator uncertainty, which was determined to be 1 nm by measuring two reference absorption lines of a NIST standard reference material 1921B [43] closest to the TIRS-2 spectral channels and therefore considered negligible. (Note that a third spectral line at 9.352 $\mu$m showed a 15 nm bias but this was neglected since its wavelength was far outside the TIRS-2 bands). Another source of wavelength uncertainty, however, is a consequence of the dispersion across the monochromator slit. The RSR is calculated using the TIRS-2 pixels near the maximum signal, which does not exactly correspond to the monochromator wavelength setting. Since this setting corresponds to the center of the slit image, a wavelength correction is applied equal to the distance between the location with the maximum signal and the center of the slit in wavelength. The uncertainty of this correction is 1.5 pixel rows or 15 nm in wavelength. We incorporated the uncertainty contributions of the...
Fig. 5: Illustration of Monte Carlo process with correlations. (a) An example of a quadratic radiance versus linearized background subtracted counts fit for one detector is shown. (b) The range of fits generated with random values of fitting coefficients with a correlation coefficient of 0.85 and with their $k = 1$ uncertainties. The inset shows the histogram of the coefficients used to illustrate their bivariate Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 6: Results for the Monte-Carlo-derived fit uncertainties for the (a) flood source-based calibration and (b) on-board calibration in the nominal and extended brightness temperature ranges for each channel. The correlation coefficients of the fitting coefficients ($r$) are responsible for either increasing or reducing the uncertainties. Note that the uncertainty for all SCAs is included (refer to Fig. 1 for SCA layout).

The radiometric uncertainties from the combined spectral uncertainty are 0.05 % (nominal) and 0.06 % (extended) for the 10.8 $\mu$m channel and 0.10 % (nominal) and 0.15 % (extended) for the 12.0 $\mu$m channel.

The on-board calibration uncertainties are derived with a similar approach as the flood source-based calibration uncertainties. The main difference is that we establish the traceability of the OBC calibration by relating the on-orbit OBC-based calibration to the flood source-based calibration. Using the same calibration equation, we derive the coefficients and their uncertainties independently with the OBC-based calibration. The blackbody operates in a more limited range of temperatures 270-320 K than the flood source. The fitting uncertainties derived through Monte Carlo analysis are 0.27 % (nominal) and 0.36 % (extended) for the 10.8 $\mu$m channel and 0.19 % (nominal) and 0.35 % (extended) for the 12.0 $\mu$m channel. The low uncertainties for the latter channel are due to the strong anti-correlation between the quadratic

reflectance/transmittance spectra of the optical components or reference detector response by using 10 % of their maximum change within the channels (since these uncertainties were not provided by the vendors). The TIRS-2 noise term is calculated as the standard deviation of the mean for a typical pixel over its samples calculated per wavelength. Incorporating the RSR non-uniformity across all locations gives the uncertainty introduced by using an average $RSR$ per band to represent all detectors as is planned operationally (Figure 8). This effect and the wavelength uncertainty dominate the spectral uncertainty.
Fig. 7: The reproducibility of the radiometric flood source-based calibration expressed as a percent difference is shown for all detector columns in an operational row for the (a) 10.8 µm and (b) 12.0 µm channels.

Fig. 8: Spectral uniformity for cold (240 K), nominal (300 K), and high (360 K) brightness temperature blackbody targets for the (a) 10.8 µm and (b) 12.0 µm channels shown for an operational detector in each column across all SCAs.

and linear coefficients (correlation coefficient = −0.99) as compared to the strong positive correlation in the former channel (correlation coefficient = 0.78) as shown in Fig. 6 (b).

The flood-source based and OBC-based calibration curves are compared for all detectors (Fig. 9). By taking the maximum differences in the nominal and extended ranges, we derived biases of 0.42 % and 0.49 % in the nominal and extended regions, respectively for the 10.8 µm channel and 0.32 % and 0.40 % in the nominal and extended regions, respectively for the 12.0 µm channel. Note that the biases over the range of blackbody temperature values for the 12.0 µm channel have more variability than for the 10.8 µm channel. The sharp discontinuities are associated with a change in SCA (Fig.1), since detectors on different arrays have larger response differences than the high frequency differences normally observed between columns within a SCA. These small response differences generate fits with slightly different uncertainties. The uncertainties of the biases are 0.20 % (nominal) and 0.22 % (extended) for the 10.8 µm channel and 0.31 % (nominal) and 0.32 % (extended) for the 12.0 µm channel. Note that during operations, these biases can potentially be corrected, and we briefly discuss one approach to making this correction, but leave them uncorrected in the uncertainty budget to show a conservative estimate. For instance, consider the background term in Eq. 1a for both the flood source and OBC views. The radiance difference can be used as a correction term representing the background difference between these two views. This difference varies with OBC/flood source temperature and detector column. Optimally, this background
difference would correspond to the same blackbody temperature difference for each channel, but we found that using different background temperature differences for each channel optimized the correction. This could be due to different view factors or emissivity values from the background source in each channel, which can lead to an apparent temperature difference. If we derive these differences for all detectors and channels, the OBC calibration equation can be corrected to obtain the flood source-based calibration. This correction may be sensitive to the actual on-orbit thermal conditions, so further on-orbit analysis would be recommended before implementing such a correction.

The OBC has four temperature sensors that are averaged to determine its temperature and then converted to effective spectral radiance. The radiometric uncertainty due to the temperature uncertainty is calculated using the same approach as the flood source. The uncertainties are 0.21 % (nominal) and 0.36 % (extended) for the 10.8 \( \mu \text{m} \) channel and 0.19 % and 0.35 % for the 12.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) channel. To characterize any potential impacts to a small change of OBC view angle, a special test was conducted viewing the OBC at its nominal view angle and through an angle of \( \pm 0.5^\circ \) its nominal angle. We found that this effect introduces a negligible uncertainty of 0.02 % indicating a highly Lambertian source in this range of view angles.

Like the flood source-based calibration reproducibility term, the OBC calibration was characterized through repeated measurements. Since all temperature values were repeated, we compared the calibration curves generated with two independent sets of acquisitions. These fits were then compared through their radiometric differences. The results show a slight positive bias through most of the brightness temperature range: mean bias of 0.071 % and 0.075 % over all detectors and temperatures with an uncertainty of 0.34 % and 0.54 % for the 10.8 and 12.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) bands, respectively.

All uncertainty terms without bias are combined according to Eq. 3. The bias terms are added separately and the final \( k = 1 \) confidence intervals are formed using Eqs. 4 and 5 and are shown in Table II. For uncorrected bias terms, there is both a bias listed as well as the bias uncertainty. The biases cause an asymmetric uncertainty interval under the requirements for the nominal and extended regions for both channels. The combined pre-launch uncertainties include terms associated with flood source and spectral measurements. The on-orbit calibration includes OBC measurement terms as well as several terms included in the pre-launch uncertainty: linearization, RSR, and TIRS-2 noise. The uncertainty terms contributing to the pre-launch and on-orbit totals are depicted on the figure next to the table. The on-orbit total uncertainty can be considered worst case, since in operations, there will likely be a method for correcting the bias between the on-board and pre-launch calibration, which is not included here but will be a subject of future investigation using on-orbit data. Thus, these combined uncertainties can be thought of as giving the likely range of uncertainties during operations. For the worst case (on-orbit uncertainty), the largest edge of the interval is 1.3 % (nominal) and 1.7 % (extended) – well under the required 2 % and 4 % values for the on-orbit values. Note that even if we had considered non-uniform scenes in the uncertainty budget, which would include both far-field and near-field stray light (ghosting) artifacts, these values would increase to 1.9 % (nominal) and 2.2 % (extended). This includes contributions from far field stray light of 0.57 % and 0.83 % for the nominal and extended temperature range, respectively. This assumes a simple correction using an out-of-field temperature of 293 K. More sophisticated corrections, such as those used for TIRS, could also be employed to reduce these uncertainties further [18]. The uncertainty contributions from ghosting are 0.50 % (nominal) and 0.88 % (extended). As mentioned, stray light artifacts will be discussed in more detail in a separate work.

Although this uncertainty analysis is meant to be comprehensive, it neglects several parameters. For instance, the electronics and detector temperature dependence of the calibration have not been discussed here, although it has been characterized in case TIRS-2 is operated in non-nominal
conditions. The on-board calibration methodology may be changed to include corrections to match the flood source-based calibration more closely. The blackbody degradation over the lifetime of the mission is neglected here, since it cannot be accurately estimated; the TIRS OBC (with the same design as TIRS-2) radiance has experienced on-orbit degradation of 0.2 % and 0.1 % per year for the 10.8 and 12.0 µm channels, respectively, but this could be due to reduction in detector sensitivities or blackbody degradation [17]. This paper also does not consider more complex calibration models in order to simplify the analysis and interpretation of the results.

V. CONCLUSION

Through extensive pre-launch testing, TIRS-2 has been characterized and calibrated and has demonstrated the performance necessary to meet its radiometric uncertainty requirements. TIRS-2 has established SI traceability through its pre-launch testing and has demonstrated an accurate on-board calibration capability. The pre-launch TIRS-2 radiometric uncertainty is less than 0.80 % for 10.8 µm and 0.58 % for 12.0 µm channels over source temperatures of 260-330 K corresponding to a brightness temperature uncertainty of about 0.5 K and 0.4 K for the two channels. The uncertainty analysis method implemented provides a general framework for addressing calibration non-linearity, correlated parameters, and uncorrected biases — commonly encountered in pre-launch calibration of remote sensing systems. The expected performance of TIRS-2 is established to give Landsat data users the confidence to continue using Landsat thermal imagery for many important environmental applications after its launch and will also serve as a baseline for future on-orbit validation work. It is expected to meet its users’ needs for a variety of environmental applications to continue Landsat’s legacy of providing high quality thermal imagery.
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